Emile Cohl Art Academy Disrupts
Traditional Higher Learning with
Fully-Sponsored Education Program
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA (April 3, 2019) — The Emile Cohl Art Academy is
developing its roots in Los Angeles and interrupting traditional college admission
processes by establishing an opportunity for talented and motivated students to
create their own success.

Watch Video

March 2019 marks the acquisition of the 2828 S Grand Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90007
building, where talented instructors and students will occupy 13,000 square feet of
the fully remodeled building designed as a collaborative assembly that fosters
ambition, growth, and prosperity in art education.

We don’t consider GPA,
SAT, recommendation
letters or financial
documents for
admission. Emile Cohl
Art Academy’s selection
process is purely merit &
motivation based.

Much like its groundbreaking counterparts
Rice, NYU Medical School, Lebron James’ I
Promise School, 42 Silicon Valley and the Curtis
Institute of Music offer fully-sponsored education
in medicine, arts, and engineering, Emile Cohl
Art Academy is expanding a nonprofit equal
opportunity for talented artists to attain a
specialized education without the worry of
overwhelming debt that accompanies traditional
tuition requirements.

The Emile Cohl Art Academy’s admission
requirements begin with portfolio submissions
that undergo a non-biased review by a panel of
TWEET THIS QUOTE
artists, teachers, and recruiters. Gender, age,
race, religion, background, or current financial
circumstances do not dictate acceptance: Only talent and motivation allow
applicants to move forward in the selection process. Finalists are invited to the
Academy’s campus for an onsite evaluation before the pool is refined to include 40
students who will establish the charter semester’s class.

View Student Showcase

View Building Images
About Emile Cohl

About Our Building
Square footage: 13,000 square feet
Price: $3,100,000
Broker: Centennial Real Estate Inc., Andrew & Simon Halff

FAQS
Alumni Success Stories

Reasons we chose this location:
Surrounded by dozens of student-housing facilities & restaurants
Not gentrified yet, so our presence will have a positive local social
impact
10 minutes from Downtown booming “Art District"
In the center of Los Angeles, the US hub of creativity
Industrial building with huge ceiling height

All talented artists are encouraged to submit their portfolio works per the instructions
at www.Cohl.Art
To arrange an interview with the President of Emile Cohl Art Academy, or learn
more about recruiting talent from future classes, contact Vince@NortonNorris.com
###

Contact Us:
Vince Norton
Vince@NortonNorris.com
(312) 218-3991

Join Us:

VISIT COHL.ART

